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Entratech Systems will display the new AutoSig® SMART Filter System at the Mid-America Trucking Show.
Sandusky, OH: Entratech Systems announces the AutoSig® SMART Filter System, an integrated system for the
transportation industry combining a fuel filter, water separator and water in fuel sensor. The AutoSig® SMART filter
system provides the wiring advantages of a fixed head mount internal water-in-fuel (WIF) sensor system. The Entratech
AutoSig System utilizes technology that places the disposable water probe INSIDE the filter housing.
AutoSig is engineered for the transportation industry with a disposable spin on filter cartridge that can be easily replaced
while the electronics stay mounted in the filter head. Entratech AutoSig® Fuel Filters can communicate directly with ECM
computers or instrument panel indicators.
Mike Richardson, President said,” Installation of typical fuel filter/separators in areas that are prone to the
elements can cause damage to WIF sensor wiring and sensing probes. The AutoSig® SMART filter system provides

the wiring advantages of a fixed head mount internal water-in-fuel (WIF) sensor system.

See the new AutoSig® at MATS 2016 - Booth # 63217 West Wing – March 31 - April 02, 2016 in Louisville, KY
Entratech Systems will participate as an exhibitor at the Mid-America Trucking Show (MATS 2016) taking place
at the Kentucky Exposition Center, Louisville, KY. MATS is the largest annual heavy-duty trucking industry
event in the world. The show attracts 70,000 attendees and 1,000+ exhibitors from throughout the United
States and abroad.
Entratech Systems provides FAST design, prototyping, manufacturing and assembly of high, medium and low
volume sensor assemblies. Entratech Systems is celebrating over 32 years of supplying hundreds of thousands
of Entratech electronic water-in-fuel sensors and low coolant level sensors to OEM’s around the world.
Entratech specializes in water in fuel sensors for diesel, gasoline and aviation fuels. OEM manufacturers have
relied on the consistent quality of Entratech sensor technology for over 32 years. We partner with customers’
engineers to help design and build dependable sensor solutions including water-in-fuel sensors and low
coolant sensors. Our engineered smart sensor assemblies, controller modules and wire harnesses are
assembled in the USA.
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